Innovations in the workshop
The latest equipment, products and ideas designed to make the service engineer's task that little bit easier.
Michael Bird reports on what's new

CDA - a new way to spray
The principle and practice behind Controlled Droplet Application

Two ways to join the Association
Important news whether you're about to renew membership, or join for the first time.

Winter water shutdown
The ins and outs of irrigation systems, and the steps to take for a trouble-free winter

Using trees, not losing them
A practical approach to arbiculture

DEPARTMENTS

Faces and places
The announcement of the Duke of York to open BTME, brings a royal flavour to the page which keeps you in the news.

Letters
Anomalies in chemical labelling; talent spotting comes true; thanks for public speaking course - all these topics and more in our postbag...

Around the Green
Regular updates from our correspondents. Find out what's going on...
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Barry Neville with the shield awarded as Toro/PGA European Tour Student Greenkeeper of 1992